


"Opulent givings are seldom a dread.
They help you relieve all them lies in your 
head.
But for the giving begets a sure vain,
Leave open a window and let in some rain"

The Residents - Not Available



"Open The Window"

If we use the act of opening a window as a metaphor,  then it 
usually implies some kind of clearing of the air, of letting fresh
air in- of transforming the interior environment, often to cool 
things down. When you open a window you invite the exterior
world to co-mingle with your own often self-contained 
environment. It was this interior/exterior conundrum that 
fascinated me as I started to put this compilation together.

The seeds of the idea were born with the previous "open 
access" collection on Linear Obsessional, "Two Minutes Left" 
when I suggested to somebody that if their piece was too 
short, then they should leave the tape running and record the 
ambience of the room - perhaps with the window open. From 
this came the idea of inviting people to record two minutes 
(exactly!) of their own open window. What they did in those 
two minutes was entirely up to them, they could passively 
record, or they could choose to interact in some way with the 
window sounds either "live" or in overdubs. They could even 
cut-up or remix their window sounds, but the window sounds 
had to be there.



Inevitably this has become a "field recording" album, albeit 
one with severe restrictions. A professional field recordist will 
spend a long time selecting the correct placement for their 
microphones, so as to get the best from the environment they
wish to document - here they are reduced to selecting which 
window to use. Field recordings are also often notoriously 
long - two minutes inevitably produces little more than a 
snapshot.

As word of the open invitation spread I had a few people 
bemoaning the fact that the sounds from their window are 
really boring as there is nothing to record. Interestingly I find 
the "empty" recordings some of the most fascinating - there 
are two recordings from either end of suburban London here 
that are sequenced concurrently, and the similarities and 
differences are quite striking - the occasional car, the breeze 
in trees, the sparse winter birdsong, but one also has the 
regular drone of the Heathrow flightpath. Brian Abb's track 
recorded in Poringland, Norfolk on a mobile phone is almost 
sinister in its lo-fi evocation of mysterious cars and wind 
noise.



I was delighted to get such a wide range of recordings (eighty
five!) from all over the world, even if my own location and 
friendships have resulted in a heavy bias towards the UK and
particularly South East London. It is interesting to note that of 
all the sounds that occur throughout most of the recordings 
by far the most common is the sound of traffic, it is so 
pervasive that you almost stop noticing it, yet this is a 
comparatively recent addition to the sound environment 
probably only becoming dominant in the 1950s and maybe 
destined to disappear again with the rise of the quieter 
electric car. One thing I didn't envisage was that some 
contributors would choose the car window as their window of 
choice - as in the recordings by Sean Dower, James Kerr and
Adam Brett, indeed Adam's recording actually comes from a 
car moving through the streets of Kampala, and is the only 
non static recording on the compilation.

I was somewhat surprised at how many people chose to 
leave their recordings with no additional sounds or editing- by
far the majority- perhaps they were intrigued by the purity of 
the idea. Of these there are plenty of eventful recordings- a 
search and rescue helicopter, an altercation with a taxi,  
plenty of sirens, refuse collection, lots of building sites, 



storms, rain and birds all appear. The documentary quality 
takes a horrifying turn on Cent Ans De Solitude's track 
recorded in Paris on the night of the dreadful terrorist attacks.

Of the less eventful tracks I was taken with Urberk's track 
from Samara in Russia, which has an almost Eraserhead feel
to it- and somehow, you can hear how cold it is. I could spend
all day singling out tracks,  and, as I've already pointed out I 
actually really like the "boring" ones, where, for two minutes 
you're somewhere else, and it doesn't really matter that 
nothing is happening (although there always is something 
happening)

Then there are those who have taken to interact with the 
sounds - whether as a backdrop to some torch singing from 
Victoria Squid or folk tunes, guitar workouts, free 
improvisation and electronic drones. Jumble Hole Clough 
even came up with a beautifully arranged and overdubbed 
song to go with the recorded sounds. Others have taken the 
sounds as source material to mangle and transform into new 
forms or even to obliterate.

A few words about putting it together - there was no 



sequencing as such, I simply added tracks as they came in, 
only the final track was deliberately placed there, due to the 
message at the end making a pleasing coda. 

"Open The Window" has two less tracks than its predecessor,
but many more contributors because I decided not to allow 
multiple entries this time (except in one instance - see if you 
can spot it, there's an anagram). Almost all tracks are as they 
came to me, with just a little tweaking to keep the volume 
level reasonably consistent, and the occasional tiny edit to 
make the tracks the required length.

A massive thank you to friends old and new who have 
contributed - including two of my oldest friends, Neil Jones 
and Mark Spybey (we really have known each other since 
short trousers) and to those I have met through doing this. If 
nothing else this project has improved my geographical 
knowledge immeasurably.

Choose how you listen - one long binge (recommended, but 
time consuming), on shuffle play or maybe interspersed with 
your favourite music tracks, if nothing else it gives you two 
minutes breathing space.



However you listen to this compilation, may I suggest you do 
it with the window open?
-Richard Sanderson 22nd December 2015



1. David Thompson - Recording of Outside - Scarborough, 
Yorkshire, UK

02. Anthony Osborne - The Story of a Panic- Ladywell, London, 
UK
All sounds and manipulations recorded through window 
overlooking back garden, Ladywell, 2015. Birdsong, workman in 
neighbouring garden, a distant TV, sirens, clock, breath, ambient 
drone. 

03. Robin Parmar - Search and Rescue - Limerick, Ireland

04. Adam Brett - Uganda Window Cut-Up - Kampala, Uganda, 
Africa
Recording out of the window of my car driving through Kampala. 
There is a lot of radio noise in the background. The other sounds 
are night-time recordings.

05. Steven Ball - Go From My Window (trad) - New Cross, 
London, UK
Steven Ball: voice, guitar, open window

06. Susanna Ferrar - Palladium Hotel - Palma, Mallorca, Spain
9th October 2015. 8.24am



(Robin Parmar – Search and Rescue)



07. Pete Flood - Mallard and Bowser - Alresford, Hampshire, UK

08. Pedro Chambel - Open Window - Lisbon, Portugal

09. Matt Warren -  Strings And Wires - Dead Letter Office, New 
Town, Tasmania, Australia
http://www.mattwarren.com.au

10. Slavek Kwi - 8.11.2015 wind and rain - Meath, Ireland 
Recorded 8/11/2015 in Robertstown, Meath, Ireland by Slavek 
Kwi (Artificial Memory Trace), hope you will like it - it was verrrry 
rainy and windy!

11. Bookwar - Industrial Sunday in Korolev - Korolev, Russia
Hello, I am Bookwar (Читай Букварь) from Korolev (Moscow 
Region), Russia
Here are sounds of today from my window.

12. Dave Jackson - Improvisation for saxophone and refuse 
collection - Thurmaston, Leicester 
I was trying out a cheap Italian sax I got off eBay and I heard the 
dustbin lorry outside, so I grabbed my Zoom recorder and opened 
the window and carried on improvising - this is the result.
Recorded at 11.46 am 5th November Newham Close, 
Thurmaston, Leicester LE4 9NE



(Matt Warren – Strings and Wires)



13. Duncan Goddard - Stay In & Play - Manor House, London
The storm was recorded with the stereo mics out of separate 
windows across the corner of my lounge, hence the width. 3am.
the piano lesson was a different occasion.

14. Dreieck - Sickwest - Various Locations
Dreieck is a small collective of audio artists and found sound 
lovers.Info: Recorded one working late night in my place in San 
Juan with a Tascam dr40
We have recorded the sounds coming from our windows, in 
different locations such as London and Verone. 
We cropped our windows' recordings and aggregated them 
together in the intro, giving way to our new composition, not yet 
released.

15. Jumble Hole Clough - Rain/Train/Aeroplane - Hebdon 
Bridge, Yorkshire, UK
Recordings of rain / train / aeroplane / waterfall / dawn chorus by 
Colin Robinson in Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire.
Instruments: 6-string gtr, 12-str gtr, 6-string bass guitar, synths, 
vocals - all by Colin Robinson.



(Dreieck – Sickwest)



16. Lorenzo Gomez Oviedo - 04/11/at/work - Albardón, San 
Juan, Argentina
Info: Recorded one working late night in my place in San Juan 
with a Tascam dr40

17. Phil Julian - 3 November 2015 - South Norwood, London, UK
Recorded in SE25, upstairs rear window. 
24/48kHz four channel recording, edited for length only.

18. Psychiceyeclix - Friday 13th - Twickenham, London, UK
Recorded on fri 13th November out of the 2nd floor window of my 
workshop/studio in Twickenham, London.
The piece is 1 take & no other sounds have been added.

19. Stuart Gyseman - 15/11/15 4:16pm - Healesville, Victoria, 
Australia
Birds, but don't ask me what kind. I could hear them but not see 
them. We get parrots, cockatoos, lorikeets, rosellas and all sorts. 
We also get kookaburras but I know the sound they make and its 
not kookaburras. 



(Lorenzo Gomez Oviedo – 04/11/at/work)



(Psychiceyeclix – Friday 13th)



(Phil Julian - 3 November 2015)



(Stuart Gyseman – 15/11/15 -4.16pm)



20. Gavin Parry - Cuba 6 - Varadero, Cuba
Underlying is the sound of the Atlantic ocean and the rustling of 
palm trees as heard from our balcony. Also on the recording is the
ever present sound of Cuban music, a loop of a lady singing in a 
corridor and an open-air church service that I happened upon.

21. Kate Waterfield - Seagull Red Car - Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, UK
I used the J4T mobile 4 track app. There are 4 tracks - two of 
open window noise then two of me singing the same phrase over 
and over punctuated by me saying what I could see.

22. N.E. Trethowan - 11-13 Awaiting Any Change - Tampere, 
Finland
This track has three sections.
0:00 - Open [south-facing kitchen] window recording; Zoom H4n
0:30 - Stereo piezo recording; Hitachi TRQ-329
1:00 - The above two recordings reworked into a standalone 
arrangement.The contact mics in the second section were 
fastened to the metal windowsill and to the side of a glass-
mounted bird feeder, respectively.
The main sources of sound in both recordings are blue tits and 
great tits in nearby trees and visiting the feeder; Naistenlahti 
power station, a nearby main road and apparently some 
unidentified nearby appliance. The second section, recorded onto 
cassette, inadvertently includes content already on the tape.



(N.E.Trethowan – 11-13 Awaiting Any Change)



23. Mark Hammonds - None 2015 - Marton, Middlesbrough, UK
This is through our conservatory window. The sound is the wind 
blowing the dry leaves of a Cider Gum (Eucalyptus gunnii) tree in 
our back garden. At one point the window is blown fully open. 
There may be a background car or two from the road beyond the 
garden.

24. Billy Oblivion - Rain-Train - Ladbroke Grove, London,UK

25. Phil Maguire - dd - Wembley Park, London, UK
There's no other information for the piece, except that I was struck
by the endless fireworks (4+ hours that night), and took a quite 
few minutes to play along on a broken violin.

26. Simulacro - crickets and me play the blues by the river - San 
Luis Potosi, Mexico
LOCATION: 22°10'N, 100°58'W. 2015/11/03, 05:30.
SOUNDS: cricket choir, nylon string guitar click, dripping faucet, 
firework, river rumble. NOTES: This is a field recording from the 
window of my kitchen. Crickets were singing, my wife was on a 
business trip and I was sleepless, clicking the strings of my guitar. 
There was water on the river. The firework blast marks the half 
hour from a religious vigil nearby. I took a few photographs and 
went to sleep a little afterwards.



(Simulacro – Crickets and Me Play The Blues...)



(Billy Oblivion – Rain - Train)



27. Martin Hackett - Woof8 -  Jakkur, Bangalore, India.
Its location is the Sobha residential complex in Jakkur.
For interest, the slap-back reverb, particularly noticeable on the 
dogs barking, is a purely acoustic effect caused by buildings 
surrounding an open space. All the DSPed sounds are taken from 
the recorded material. The title, Woof8, is only coincidentally 
connected with the sound content. The track uses much of the 
same material as one of a series of tracks called Woofs (in the 
sense of threads in weaving) that I've made as accompaniments 
to improvisation for 'karaoke for improvisers' sessions I've been 
running in Oxford.

28. Instinct Primal - 0905AM11072015WROCLAW - Wroclaw, 
Poland

29. Arfatax Ginko - Bucolic Time - Rome, Italy
This was recorded in the countryside near Rome. My stage name 
is "Arfatax Ginko" (aka Gabriele Carone) and I'm the New Air's 
Electronic Performer and recently I have started to work as a 
soloist.

 



30. Dave Clarkson - Siren - Ulverston, Cumbria, UK
This was recorded at St Mary's Mount Manor House, Hoad Hill, 
Ulverston, Cumbria on 19th November 2015.  
It started life with a recording of wind and weather from the arched
window in the room - see attached photo. This was mixed with 
other sounds and took life with the help of Audiomulch into a 14 
minute track which was heavily edited down to 2 minutes.

31. Pete Bowman - Abandoned Bus and Remembered Guitar 
Piece - Market Harborough, Leicestershire, UK



(Instinct Primal - 0905AM11072015WROCLAW)



(Dave Clarkson – Siren)



32. Argument Club - Shipping Forecast - Lewisham, London, UK
Recorded by Paul Morris at 78A Lee High Road, Lewisham 
Two live tracks, and recorded at 05:30 - 05:30 in the morning. I 
used that NCH Mixpad software in this manner:
Track 1: (Panned left) My front window to back, taking in Radio 4 
in both rooms. Amplification at various points and some filtering 
only
Track 2: (Panned right) As above but with phasing and some 
cross-fade.
Track 3: (Panned right) My back window to front. As per track 1. 
Track 4: (Panned left) Again, track 3 with phasing and cross-fade.

33. Paco Rossique - Canalejas - Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 
Canary Islands, Spain
I opened and closed the windows of my studio while I blew some 
elements around me. 
Some effects in a prepared piano were added later.
No strange sounds happened but the street´s sounds.
No painting was damaged during the recording of this piece.
Paco Rossique, all sounds and treatments



(Paco Rossique – Canalejas)



34. dno - Okno - Kupchino, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
The track is called "Okno", which is basically means "Window" in 
Russian. It is exactly 2 minutes long, we are having the open 
window as our main field and working with some objects on the 
background.
Sergei Tumanov - diy object, guitar
Denis Sorokin - sine wave, radio

35. Richard Sanderson - Playing - Hither Green, London, UK
Open window, melodeon

36. Tomáš Šenkyřík - Havrani v Židlochovicích 17112015 - 
Židlochovice, Czech Republic
Date: 17. 11. 2015 (6-7.30 AM) Every year in late of October 
arrive ravens to our city Zidlochovice. There are about 20-50.000 
individuals. The ravens arrive to Zidlochovice especially from 
Russia. They spend the night in a nearby forest. It is two 
kilometres far from my house. Every morning between 6-7.30 
ravens fly around my windows. The ravens are significant sound 
environments for people in Židlochovice in the period October – 
March.



(dno – Okno)



(Richard Sanderson – Playing)



(Tomáš Šenkyřík - Havrani v Židlochovicích 17112015)



37. Urberk - 608 Dogs - Samara, Russia
Location: 53°12'52.5"N 50°08'12.4"E

38. Polterngeist - On The Other Side Of The Window - Vitebsk, 
Belarus
I'm Pavel from Belarus.
And I have a small musical project Ugasanie.
Polterngeist - is my side project where I mostly use field 
recordings and noisy sounds.
My music (Ugasanie & Polterngeist) can be found here -- 
https://ugasanie.bandcamp.com/
In the track, which I sent, you can hear all that was happening on 
the other side of my window 1 December 15 in the city of Vitebsk.
I also added a little drone.

39. Fecal Point -Dupukapelyukh - Edmonton, Canada
Explanation: The droning most audible on this recording is from 
outside my office window at night, with the din of traffic in the 
distance responsible for the low noise. It had to be tweaked to be 
made more audible. Remaining tracks include processed sound of
wind chimes in my neighbourhood and a gas-powered generator 
being used by a construction crew across the street during the 
day.



(Urberk – 608 Dogs)



(Polterngeist – On The Other Side Of The Window)



40. Sam Fendrich - Lonesome Transom Breakdown - West 
Hampstead, London, UK

41. Alessandro Belli - Dreamy Windows - Bremen, Germany

42. Victoria Squid - Intoxicate Me- Hudson, New York, USA

43. The We Need No Swords Memorial Band & Tra La La 
Singers - Construction Vibe Again - East Finchley, London, UK

44. The Alex - 011215 - Halesowen, Dudley, UK
It is 22.49 on the night of the 5th of December, at 43 The Infield in 
Halesowen. I am currently recording two minutes of sound out of 
my window, along with the audio of myself typing this. There may 
be wind sound on the mic, but I’m not sure, as I am not live
monitoring.

45. Richard Carr - Eavesdropping - Gorey, Co. Wexford, Ireland

46. Viv Corringham - Open The Window - New York, USA

47. I, Eternal - Avec Accompagnement - Garchizy, France
I live in a small town in french country side, near Magny Cours, of 
Formula 1 fame of times ago...



(Thee Alex- 011215) 



(Victoria Squid – Intoxicate Me)



48. Ken Ficara - Urban Restoruction - Brooklyn, New York, USA
The sounds of a neighbor's construction project recorded out of 
my living-room window in Brooklyn last summer, used as 
background and also sampled into a percussion track. Over that, a
slow bass line and improvised/live-treated harmonica. 

49. Erocnet - December Rain - Eksjö, Sweden
Location: Slättenborgsvägen 19, 575 34 Eksjö, Sweden Latitude: 
57.678372 | Longitude: 14.961571
Info: http://alonetone.com/erocnet, https://soundcloud.com/erocnet

50. skitter - Echelon - Anniesland Cross, Glasgow, Scotland, UK

51. Mark Pringle - Window + Guitar, Hammersmith, London, UK
Location: Beadon Road, Hammersmith, 5th floor of Britannia 
House

52. Nada - tele-windows - Sheffield, Yorkshire, UK and Sydney, 
Australia
"Recordings from our open windows in Sheffield and Sydney 
provided the basis of a telematic improvisation between Hervé 
and myself"- Roger Mills

53. Brian Abbs - A Quiet Night - Poringland, Norfolk, UK



(skitter – echelon)



(Mark Pringle – Window + Guitar)



(Nada – Tele-windows [1])



(Nada – Tele-windows [2])



54. Berlau - Dull Morning - Barriero, Portugal
Berlau (http://berlau.bandcamp.com) is a sound project by 
Fernando Ramalho.

55. Juanjo Palacios - Morning Noise - Gijon, Spain

56. Scott Wood - Distant Carols, Bishopsgate, London, UK 

57. Steve Dinsdale - Up All Night - Skipton, Yorkshire, UK
Dawn chorus recorded from my balcony at Victoria Mill, Skipton 
overlaid with some delicate keyboard shades also recorded in the 
same location.

58. Stephen Shiell - Whats All The Fuss About -  Pula, Sardinia, 
Italy + Lisbon Portugal + Kew, London, UK
A mix of three field recordings from members of sound collective 
Breathing Space, who I asked to participate in my submission for 
the Open Window project. 
The three recordings are:
- Vila Berta, Lisbon from Friday morning. It has birds, dogs and 
some singing.
- A summer thunderstorm rolling in on a lazy afternoon in Pula, 
Sardinia.
- An evening packing up a painting in an art studio in Kew, 
London.



59. The Travelling Merchants - Bear Dance - Reigate, Surrey, 
UK
The Travelling Merchants are Andy Fereday and Kirsten Baron. 
This was recorded in the home of Semi-Detached Art in Reigate, 
Surrey. It's our first recording as a duet, and was done with Kirsten
Improvising on the flute. We did it on our second take - I was 
stood in front of the microphone on the first (half) take....’

60. Chris Corner - Upgang - Upgang, Whitby, Yorkshire, UK

61. Jules Bryant - Live in the Studio - Freckleton, Lancashire, UK

62. Stephan Barrett - East End Nocturne - Mile End, London, UK
Recorded on Roman Road

63. Bobby Barry - Int/Ext - Kentish Town, London, UK

64. Kendo - The North Will Rise Again (TS3 Remix) - Berwick 
Hills, Middlesbrough, UK

65. Chris Jones - Drill_Byt - Peckham, London, UK
a bit of drill nonsense outside my window, processed to f*** ;-)



(Chris Corner – Upgang)



66. Luc Ph - Finestra - Genoa, Italy
I started recording sounds coming from my living room window, on
a well-trafficked street in Genoa. I manipulated the entire 
recording, creating this music piece. I added some perc but apart 
from that, all samples were gathered from the window recording. 

67. Giles Schumm - Eisenbahnstr 23.00 - Kreuzberg, Berlin, 
Germany
Friday night drizzle, 2nd floor balcony, Eisenbahnstrasse, 
Kreuzberg, Berlin, 23.00.

68. Dead Voices On Air - Too Blind With Rain - Northumberland, 
UK

69. Neil Jones - Holes Bay - Dorset, UK
The background was recorded from my office window at around 
15.30 on 8th December. Holes Bay is part of Poole Harbour in 
Dorset and is an outstandingly beautiful place. It suffers though 
from the completely thoughtless dual carriageway that runs 
through it and the industry that has developed there. The noise 
makes me angry at times. It's a beautiful place when you look out 
over the water and there are still a few peaceful areas where it's 
possible to escape from the noise. It is home to all sorts of water 
birds: geese, curlews, teal, widgeon and swans, especially at this 
time of year.



(Luc Ph – Finestra)



70. Horizonte de Sucesos - Chicharra y Actualidad Política - 
Córdoba, Argentina
Mastered by Jan Kruml

71. Sean Dower - Taxi Argument - Bermondsey, London, UK
(Latitude 51.494440 / Longitude -0.058615900) Recorded 
December 2015 

72. James Kerr - She Moved Through Carmondean Morrisons 
Car Park - Livingston, Scotland, UK. I have combined a recording 
made through the open car window in local supermarket car park 
with a well worn folk song, the idea being that this miserable 
location is the closest we will get locally to a village fair

73. Phil Hollins - Shutter, Window, Wind, Watch, Voice, Squeak, 
Scream, Screeches, Blind, Window, Shutter - Kingston, London, 
UK

74. Chris Weaver  -2 Minutes GMT/GST- Bexleyheath London, 
UK and Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi UAE
 two minutes recorded on the 12th of November at 11pm (GMT in 
Bexleyheath, London (panned slightly right) and two minutes 
recorded a month later at 11pm (GST) in Saadiyat Island, Abu 
Dhabi, UAE (panned slightly left). The recording has been edited 
to loop seamlessly.



(Sean Dower – Taxi Argument)



75. Neil Gordon-Orr - Gellatly Road 1940/2015 - New Cross, 
London, UK
Gellatly Road is a short but busy street in London SE14. 75 years 
ago, bombs were landing on it. Recalling memories of those 
terrible times, the sound of today's traffic - usually annoying - 
appears vaguely heroic: the victory of the everyday over terror and
horror.
76. Steve Scutt - Somehow Window - Camberwell, London, UK
A 2 minute recording of outside Hannah's front room window in 
Grove Lane, Camberwell, that looks out onto the communal back 
garden. It is completely unedited and is a basic recording of 
ambient sounds except in the background around the halfway 
mark you can hear the final scene from Alan Clarke's "Road" 
when they are all shouting "somehow, somehow, might escape..." 
It was recorded with a Sony camcorder.

77. Chris Whitehead - Monopolarity - Whitby, Yorkshire, UK



(Chris Whitehead – Monopolarity)



78. Mark Browne - The Absence Of Egypt At The Wire - 
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
The piece is for acoustic guitar and prepared guitar recorded 
today in my summer house with the windows open. This is 
combined with an extract from a piece for sopranino saxophone 
from 2003. The earlier piece was recorded on a winters evening in
my shed with the window and door open.
The title: I have, or maybe had, a tape recorded in 1986 when I 
was in Egypt. The recording was the sound of Cairo from the 21st 
floor of the Hilton Hotel. I couldn’t find the tape in time, hence the 
Absence of Egypt.

79. Steve Moyes - Sometimes It Rains Here - Drefelin, 
Carmarthenshire, Wales, UK
Xaphoon and Pixiphone improvisation, with open bathroom 
window

80. Clare  and Arthur  Wood – Bedtime Background with Oompa
Loompa Song - Ladywell, London, UK



(Clare Wood – Bedtime Background with Oompa Loompa Song)



(Steve Moyes – Sometimes It Rains Here)



81. Me, Claudius - Benson and Hedges - A village in North 
Hampshire, UK
The gentleman who lives opposite has a fine hedge, which he cuts
regularly. I noticed, as I was recording from an upstairs open 
window, that the cars parked in the street were obstructing his 
ladder and impeding his work. "I'll just record him for a little bit 
longer" I thought, "then I'll move my car". Then I witnessed him 
pull my rear windscreen wiper blade off and throw it to the ground.
My gasp is inaudible on the recording.
I went outside to move my car. He picked up my windscreen wiper
blade and handed it to me "This must have fallen off" he said. 
"Thank you" I replied. 
'Benson and Hedges' is a project I've been working since August 
2015, using field recordings of hedge trimmers along with George 
Benson recordings from various sources - straight plundered 
tracks, buskers, recordings of the radio playing in charity shops, 
pub toilets, or in the car.
For this project, the hedge trimmer recording was made today 
using a USB stick through my open window. The George Benson 
track is plundered from You Tube  - "Breezin'", covered by an 
unknown performer. I'm assuming this material is not under 
copyright.
Here is the Soundcloud page for Me, Claudius:
https://soundcloud.com/meclaudius



82. Cent Ans de Solitude - Paris 13.11.9.40pm - Paris, France
Friday 13th of November at 9:40pm I open my windows and I 
listen to what it happens in Paris.
We can hear the noises of the city, people walking in the street, 
cars, klaxons, people eating in a restaurant, people at the football 
match in Stade de France, audience at the Bataclan for the gig of 
The Eagles of Death metal when they sang 'Kiss the devil" and at 
the end the terrorists attack.

83. Robert B. Lisek - Unrendered - Brooklyn, New York, USA
The work is based on recording in my studio. I used some 
stochastic composing techniques to destroy the original recording 
material.
Robert B. LISEK is an artist, mathematician and composer who 
focuses on systems and processes (computational, biological, 
social). Drawing upon post-
conceptual art, software art and meta-media, his work intentionally
defies categorization. Lisek is a pioneer of art based on machine 
learning and artificial inteligence. Lisek is also a composer of 
contemporary music, author of many  projects and scores on the 
intersection of spectral, stochastic, concret music, musica futurista
and noise. 
More: http://fundamental.art.pl/
http://lisek.bandcamp.com/



84. Bad Matter - Outside - Asuom near Kade in Central Region, 
Ghana, Africa

85. Elizabeth Veldon - Four Readings from Hercule Poirot's 
Christmas for Richard - Milngavie, East Dunbartonshire, Scotland,
UK
Two microphones pointing out the window of Two Apple Trees 
Studio, Milngavie.
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